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There, she becomes trapped by the war. She convinces Rhett Butler to steal a horse and wagon so they may
return to Tara. They arrive, without Rhett, to find Ellen dead, Suellen and Carreen ill, Gerald out of his mind,
no supplies or horses, very few slaves, and many of the neighboring plantations burned to the ground. On a
return trip to Atlanta to raise the higher taxes newly demanded on Tara by the victors, Scarlett discovers Rhett
is in jail. She sees him there and offers herself as collateral for the tax money. Although previously interested,
his admiration for her now will not allow this, nor can he reach his money because of the political situation.
Scarlett then lies to Frank Kennedy so that he will marry her. Having already been cast from society for her
"unwidowlike" behavior, she has no reason not to pursue business. Having promised herself she would never
be hungry again, Scarlett finds another way of making money by buying and managing two saw mills.
Afterwards, she borrows money from Rhett. Frank is not happy, but indulges her, thinking another baby will
end such behavior. Ella is born but Scarlett does not convert to contentment with home and family. In Atlanta,
Scarlett continues to do business, despite the dangers of Shantytown, an area through which she must travel
inhabited by prostitutes, freed slaves, and lawbreakers. She is then accosted as she passes through Shantytown.
In the fight, Frank is killed and Ashley wounded. Widowed for the second time with two small children,
Scarlett marries Rhett and befriends Scalawags and Carpetbaggers. Written in , Gone with the Wind set a sales
record of 50, copies in one day and 1. It has been translated into at least 30 languages, including Braille
becoming the longest novel ever translated into this language. In , the book was used as the basis of what is
probably the most popular film ever made. Born in Atlanta, Georgia, which she uses for the setting of her
story, on November 8, , Ms. Mitchell wrote this novel over a period of 10 years, after her marriage to John
March in During this time, she wove material from the stories of the Civil War she had heard at home as the
daughter of the president of the Atlanta Historical Society into this historical novel of over 1, pages, written
from the Southern point of view; local history had been a pervasive part of her childhood. The story, itself,
begins just before the Civil War in and ends during the Reconstruction period. Although she attended Smith
College during , when her mother died she returned home to keep house for her father and brother. On August
16, , a car struck Ms. Mitchell, ending her life. A continuation of the novel, Scarlett: Master List of Characters
Archieâ€”murderer freed from prison for agreeing to fight in the Confederate Army; Melanie employs him as
a bodyguard for Scarlett in Atlanta. Will Benteenâ€”Confederate soldier left at Tara to convalesce from
pneumonia; stays to work Tara into a functioning farm; eventually marries Suellen. Ashley Wilkesâ€”a
neighbor Scarlett convinces herself she loves although he is to marry his cousin from Atlanta, Melanie
Hamilton. Estimated Reading Time This is a lengthy book which takes some time to read. We would suggest
finding your own pace and reading the book over a period of perhaps 40 hours. Break this into manageable
reading periods, five or so chapters at a sitting, to allow yourself to complete the book without reading too
much at a time.
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The people soon hear that the Yankees have amassed a large body of troops against Jonesboro and the
southern soldiers have been withdrawn from the lines around Atlanta to fight for the Macon railroad. Further
word from home reveals that Mrs. On the morning of the first of September, the sounds of shelling can be
heard again-south of Atlanta this time. On the same morning, Melanie calls for her and asks her to take care of
her baby if she should die. Scarlett hurriedly agrees as Melanie tells her that she is in labor. The little slave
manages to find out that there is fighting at Jonesboro and the confederates are losing, but she is unable to find
a midwife. Finally Scarlett goes out herself. From Peachtree Street to Five points, the streets are crowded with
wounded soldiers and with wagons full of household goods. She stops a soldier who tells her they have lost at
Jonesboro; the army is in full retreat and will soon be evacuating Atlanta. When she does find Dr. Meade, it is
in the middle of a street lined with bodies of dead and dying men. Meade refuses to leave the soldiers, telling
her there is nothing much to delivering a baby. It should be a symbolic gesture to have new life coming into
the world at the very moment when many others are dying, but the world into which that baby is coming is
one with little promise and little hope for a happy future. One thing is assured; the new baby will be a part of a
new world that will be a series of uncertainties. Scarlett also gets a taste of her own medicine in finding out
that Prissy has lied to her. Earlier Prissy had told her that she knew all about birthing babies because she had
helped her mother do it many times. The truth is, she was always sent out of the room when it came time for a
birth, so she actually knows nothing at all about it. This leaves Scarlett as completely alone as she has ever
been up to this time of her life. Late in the evening the last of the soldiers from the breastwork pass the house,
acknowledging to Scarlett that they are leaving Atlanta and the Yankees are coming. It suddenly dawns on
Scarlett to seek help from Rhett Butler and she sends Prissy to find him. Notes Scarlett cares much more for
Rhett than she is willing to admit. Only a few days previous to this, she had told him to leave and never return,
and now she is sending for him.
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By Margaret Mitchell Reading Group Guide This reading group guide for Gone with the Wind includes an
introduction, discussion questions, and ideas for enhancing your book club. The suggested questions are
intended to help your reading group find new and interesting angles and topics for your discussion. We hope
that these ideas will enrich your conversation and increase your enjoyment of the book. Introduction Widely
considered The Great American Novel, and often remembered for its epic film version, Gone With the Wind
explores the depth of human passions with an intensity as bold as its setting in the red hills of Georgia. Why
do you think society still considers him a gentleman? Is it simply because he married Ellen? Does his daughter
Scarlett possess these same traits? What about her sisters, Suellen and Careen? Discuss the general attitude
towards education in Gone With the Wind. If art and literature are unimportant to so many, what qualities are
admired? As a young woman, whom does she show general affection and why? Does Scarlett have these
emotions because Ellen is her mother or because she admires her as a person? Why is Ellen so special to
Scarlett? Is there anyone else Scarlett admires to the same degree? Considering the times, do you think this
statement is accurate? Does Scarlett follow these rules herself? During the time period, which traits must one
possess to be considered a member of genteel society? Are exceptions ever made? Conversely, Aunt Pitty
believes Rhett could be a gentleman if only he respected women. Are there any women he does respect? Why
them as opposed to others? Discuss the many complicated issues of race in this novel. Mammy and Pork
consider themselves a higher status than those who work in the field. Why do they believe this? Both during
wartime and afterwards, what other similarities exist between Scarlett and her adopted home? Is she being
selfish or merely honest? Why do you think she feels this way? Does her opinion change throughout the
novel? Discuss the times when this is true. Why does he have this attitude? Is Rhett ever purely generous? Is
this a fair favor to ask? Why do Scarlett and Rhett feel the need to trick one another? Are there ever moments
when they allow themselves to be vulnerable with each other? Why is honesty such a problem for them?
When the Yankees arrive in Atlanta, Rhett leaves Scarlett in the wagon to take care of Melanie and the others.
Why does he leave them behind, as well as a life of comfort, to join the army he claims to dislike so much? On
her deathbed, Ellen calls out for her lost love, Philippe. Why does Margaret Mitchell include this seemingly
insignificant back-story? Does this relationship parallel any others in the novel? When she returns to Tara to
find the Yankees have destroyed all their food and cotton, Scarlett utters one of the most well-known lines
from Gone With the Wind: Does this moment change Scarlett? From where does she find her strength?
Scarlett is often annoyed that her son, Wade Hampton, appears to prefer Aunt Melly. How would you describe
her relationship with Wade? Much like his father Charles, why is he mentioned so infrequently? Do you judge
Scarlett when she yells at him? How would you describe Melanieâ€”as weak or strong? If so, why does she
remain so loyal to her? Describe Atlanta once the war is over. Besides the physical damages, what are the
biggest changes? Why do you think some of the newly free men remain loyal to their white families, while
others try to start new lives? When Ashley returns to Tara , he confides in Scarlett that despite his wartime
heroics, he considers himself a coward. What does he mean by this statement? Do you agree with him? Were
they ever really in love, or do they just admire each other greatly? If so, why do you think this is? What makes
Scarlett different? Does she still care what they think of her? After Tara is safe, why does Scarlett remain so
involved with the mill? Where did she learn her business skills? Why is she successful when so many of the
men are not? And why does she decide to do business with the Yankees, whom she continues to hate? Why do
so many of the white Southern men join the Klan? Is it a matter of race, or politics, or dislike of the Yankees?
Why is Scarlett one of the few to speak against the Klan? Discuss the importance of religion in the novel. How
important is God to Scarlett? During tough times, she often claims not to care what He thinks. Do you believe
this is true? What about following the death of her second husband, Frank Kennedy? Does she feel guilt? Does
he make a good husband? Scarlett has one child with each of her husbands. Does she treat them differently?
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Does fatherhood change Rhett? If so, do you think his behavior would be different if he had a son instead of a
daughter? Ultimately, does she love Ashley, or Rhett, or her own children as much as she loves Tara? Enhance
Your Book Club 1. After your book club discussion, watch the film version of Gone With the Wind. Discuss
the differences and similarities between the novel and the Oscar-winning movie. Is there one you prefer? Do
you think this changed your perspective while reading? Fashion is very important to Southern society during
this time period. Do research on s clothing and bring in pictures or sketches to share with the group. Decide
which outfits Scarlett, Melanie, and the other women might select for themselves and why. Now research the
historical aspects of the war. Does the novel portray these battles accurately? At the end of the novel Rhett
leaves Scarlett, but the two never seem to stay apart for long. Do you imagine Rhett ever returns to her? Write
an epilogue for the story detailing what you think happens to Scarlett, Rhett, and the others. More Books From
This Author.
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The nineteen-year-old Tarleton twins have just been expelled from the University of Georgia, and their elder
brothers, Tom and Boyd, have also left in solidarity with them. The twins discuss the prospect of civil war
between the Confederacy of Southern slave-owning cotton-producing states and the "Yankees" - the North,
which was industrializing and favored a wage economy over a slave economy. The Confederacy had seceded
broken away from the Union in February The twins tell Scarlett that Ashley Wilkes, the son of the owner of
Twelve Oaks, will announce his engagement to his cousin, Melanie Hamilton. Scarlett is shocked, as she had
wanted Ashley for herself. She does not admit this to the twins, however, and they are baffled by her sudden
quietness. They obtain her promise to sit with them at the barbecue and to dance all the waltzes with them.
They fail to find an answer and ask their black slave groom, Jeems, his opinion. Chapter 2 Scarlett is left on
the porch of Tara, feeling miserable. She cannot believe that Ashley could love "a mousy little person like
Melanie. Scarlett knows that her father, Gerald, has ridden over to Twelve Oaks plantation to buy the black
slave Dilcey, the wife of his valet, Pork. She runs to the road to meet him on his return. Scarlett watches
Gerald gallop towards home and jump a fence. Scarlett laughs, because he recently had a fall and promised
Ellen, his wife, that he would never jump again. Startled that he has been seen, Gerald asks Scarlett if she is
going to tell Ellen, but Scarlett insists that she will keep his secret. Gerald tells her that he has bought Dilcey
and her little girl, Prissy. Scarlett casually asks if Ashley was there. Gerald instantly realizes that Scarlett is
romantically interested in him. He confirms that Ashley is to marry Melanie, and advises Scarlett to forget
about him, as he would not make her happy. He tells his daughter, "Land is the only thing in the world that
amounts to anything. They are going to the Slattery house, where the unmarried Emmie Slattery has just given
birth to a baby that is not expected to live. Ellen intends to help with the baptism. Scarlett muses on how her
brash father managed to marry a refined aristocrat like her mother. She had come from a French aristocratic
family, the Robillards, from Savannah. Her family had driven him away and he had died in a barroom brawl.
Heartbroken, Ellen had decided to leave her home to get away from reminders of Philippe, and, to the
mystification of her family and the high society in which she moved, accepted a proposal of marriage from a
low-born but kindly Irishman - Gerald. Gerald had come to America from Ireland at the age of twenty-one. He
had gone to work at the Savannah store belonging to his brothers, James and Andrew, who were already living
in America. Gerald was ambitious, and had not wanted to spend his life in the store. He had won his black
slave valet, Pork, and later, his plantation, Tara, in games of poker. By remortgaging his land and borrowing
money from his brothers, he had bought enough slaves to rebuild the burnt-out house at Tara. Aged just
fifteen, Ellen had moved with Gerald to north Georgia to become the mistress of Tara. She had quickly grown
into an efficient manager of the plantation and the best-loved neighbor in the county. Ellen was determined
that her three daughters should grow up to be great ladies, and though she succeeded with her eager-to-please
younger daughters, Suellen and Carreen, Scarlett found it hard to be a lady. As she grew older, coached by
Ellen and Mammy, she learned the feminine graces such as dancing and batting her eyelashes at men. Most
importantly, she learned to conceal her intelligence and willfulness with the expected sweet blandness. She
was willing to keep up a pretense of demureness because she found that such methods succeeded with men.
Chapter 4 Pork brings his wife, Dilcey, to Tara. Scarlett expects objections from Mammy, who has always
occupied this position, but Dilcey points out that Mammy is getting old. Scarlett says she will talk to Ellen
about it. The baby is dead, but Emmie seems likely to live. During the household prayers, which Ellen leads,
Scarlett plots to win Ashley. She suspects that he does not know that she loves him, and plans to tell him at the
barbecue. She expects that he will propose, and that they will run off to Jonesboro that afternoon and get
married. Analysis of Chapters These chapters establish the world of the pre-Civil War South, characterized by
a class structure defined by family and money. Though rigid, this class structure is fluid enough to allow for
self-improvement - for whites, at least. Gerald comes to America without the benefit of money or good
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breeding, but he is able to secure social acceptance through his kindness, charm, and generosity, as well as his
commitment to Southern values -slavery, cotton, poker, horse-racing and contempt for the Yankees. After he
becomes a wealthy cotton plantation owner, he consolidates his good social position by marrying into a
wealthy aristocratic family. For black people and for those who lack the drive to succeed, however, there is far
less social flexibility. Every black person is a slave, though even the slaves have evolved their own social
hierarchy, with the house slaves looking down on the field slaves. It is symbolic that the Slatterys live in the
swamp bottom; in the world of the Old South, they are the lowest form of life. Anyone wishing to see a
critique of the institution of slavery in this novel will be disappointed. The narrator takes the same view of
slavery as the slave-owning characters, emphasizing their fair, humane and often indulgent treatment of their
slaves without questioning the institution of slavery. Moreover, there is no portrayal of a slave standing up for
his or her right to freedom in a dignified way: First, the novel probably holds up an accurate mirror to the
attitudes held by most of the slave-owning class. The fact that there are so shocking to a modern sensibility
shows how much society has moved on. Denial of access to education and the concomitant diversity of ideas
is a time-honored route to oppression. The author however, passionately confronts another aspect of social
injustice: This theme is addressed primarily through the character of Scarlett, who is constantly bumping up
against the boundaries imposed on her as a woman. In many ways, Scarlett takes the place of the son Gerald
never had. He takes her into his confidence as if she is another man. However, Scarlett has enough
self-centered intelligence to adapt to gender restrictions and use them for her own ends. She learns enough
feminine wiles to charm men, adopting a faeade of ladylike behavior, which she inwardly disdains as silly.
The strength and intelligence of women embodied in characters such as Ellen and Scarlett is emphasized and
contrasted with the relative weakness of men: The man took the credit for the management, and the woman
praised his cleverness. The man roared like a bull when a splinter was in his finger, and the woman muffled
the moans of childbirth, lest she disturb him. Scarlett views her mother almost as a divine being, an ideal that
she herself cannot hope to attain if she is to pursue the many joys of life.
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TEACHERS' NOTES The text of Gone With the Wind provides an ideal vehicle with which to address the principal areas
of study and key concepts relevant to Media Studies syllabuses at GCSE, A Level and.

Page 4 of 4 Discussion Questions 1. Why do you think society still considers him a gentleman? Is it simply
because he married Ellen? Does his daughter Scarlett possess these same traits? What about her sisters,
Suellen and Careen? Discuss the general attitude towards education in Gone With the Wind. If art and
literature are unimportant to so many, what qualities are admired? As a young woman, whom does she show
general affection and why? Does Scarlett have these emotions because Ellen is her mother or because she
admires her as a person? Why is Ellen so special to Scarlett? Is there anyone else Scarlett admires to the same
degree? While preparing for the party at Twelve Oaks, Scarlett asks Mammy "Why is it a girl has to be so silly
to catch a husband? Considering the times, do you think this statement is accurate? Does Scarlett follow these
rules herself? Several of the families frequently refer to the Slatterys and others as "white trash. During the
time period, which traits must one possess to be considered a member of genteel society? Are exceptions ever
made? After overhearing her declaration of love to Ashley, Rhett Butler tells Scarlett "you, Miss, are no lady"
pg. Conversely, Aunt Pitty believes Rhett could be a gentleman if only he respected women. Are there any
women he does respect? Why them as opposed to others? Discuss the many complicated issues of race in this
novel. Mammy and Pork consider themselves a higher status than those who work in the field. Why do they
believe this? Do they also consider themselves better than "po whites" like the Slatterys? When Scarlett first
arrives in Atlanta, she notes the city as being "as headstrong and impetuous as herself" pg. Both during
wartime and afterwards, what other similarities exist between Scarlett and her adopted home? Most of her
fellow Southerners will do anything for "The Cause," and yet Scarlett admits to herself it means "nothing at all
to her" pg. Is she being selfish or merely honest? Why do you think she feels this way? Does her opinion
change throughout the novel? Rhett warns Scarlett that he "always gets paid" pg Discuss the times when this
is true. Why does he have this attitude? Is Rhett ever purely generous? Is this a fair favor to ask? If he would
just say he loved her, how she would torment him and get even Why do Scarlett and Rhett feel the need to
trick one another? Are there ever moments when they allow themselves to be vulnerable with each other? Why
is honesty such a problem for them? When the Yankees arrive in Atlanta, Rhett leaves Scarlett in the wagon to
take care of Melanie and the others. Why does he leave them behind, as well as a life of comfort, to join the
army he claims to dislike so much? On her deathbed, Ellen calls out for her lost love, Philippe. Why does
Margaret Mitchell include this seemingly insignificant back-story? Does this relationship parallel any others in
the novel? When she returns to Tara to find the Yankees have destroyed all their food and cotton, Scarlett
utters one of the most well-known lines from Gone With the Wind: Does this moment change Scarlett? From
where does she find her strength? Scarlett is often annoyed that her son, Wade Hampton, appears to prefer
Aunt Melly. How would you describe her relationship with Wade? Much like his father Charles, why is he
mentioned so infrequently? Do you judge Scarlett when she yells at him? After Scarlett kills the Yankee
soldier, Melanie immediately helps her dispose of the body, causing Scarlett to begrudgingly admire her "thin
flashing blade of unbreakable steel" pg. How would you describe Melanie â€” as weak or strong? If so, why
does she remain so loyal to her? Describe Atlanta once the war is over. Besides the physical damages, what
are the biggest changes? Why do you think some of the newly free men remain loyal to their white families,
while others try to start new lives? Do any of the former slaves now seem "successful"? When Ashley returns
to Tara, he confides in Scarlett that despite his wartime heroics, he considers himself a coward. What does he
mean by this statement? Do you agree with him? After finally finding a moment alone with each other,
Scarlett and Ashley declare their love, but she admits "they were like two people talking to each other in
different languages" pg. Were they ever really in love, or do they just admire each other greatly? When the
war leaves them all poor, Scarlett cannot believe so many respectable families "still think, in spite of
everything, that nothing really dreadful can happen to any of them because they are who they are Do you
agree that the former aristocrats remain the same, or as Ashley describes it, are in a "state of suspended
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animation" pg. If so, why do you think this is? What makes Scarlett different? Does she still care what they
think of her? After Tara is safe, why does Scarlett remain so involved with the mill? Where did she learn her
business skills? Why is she successful when so many of the men are not? And why does she decide to do
business with the Yankees, whom she continues to hate? Why do so many of the white Southern men join the
Klan? Is it a matter of race, or politics, or dislike of the Yankees? Do they want some sense of control after
losing the war and having "Carpetbaggers" run their local government? Why is Scarlett one of the few to
speak against the Klan? Discuss the importance of religion in the novel. How important is God to Scarlett?
During tough times, she often claims not to care what He thinks. Do you believe this is true? What about
following the death of her second husband, Frank Kennedy? Does she feel guilt? Does he make a good
husband? Scarlett has one child with each of her husbands. Does she treat them differently? Does fatherhood
change Rhett? If so, do you think his behavior would be different if he had a son instead of a daughter? In the
beginning of the novel, Gerald tells Scarlett that land is "the only thing in the world that lasts Ultimately, does
she love Ashley, or Rhett, or her own children as much as she loves Tara? Questions issued by publisher.
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the focus of an informational packet designed to be used with a viewing of the film.

After the film has been watched, engage the class in a discussion about the movie. There were slave labor
camps in Nazi Germany during WW II and some of the people who ran those camps were tried as war
criminals. However, in slavery was allowed by U. Just 80 years elapsed between and A good discussion will
include the following concepts. Most plantation owners who grew up with slavery were unable to see it as
wrong even though most western countries at the time of the Civil War had outlawed the "peculiar institution.
Suggested Response; All reasonably argued responses are acceptable. Strong answers will acknowledge that
economic interest, social pressure and false regional pride played key roles in attitudes toward slavery. Some
may suggest that ethnocentrism is a more powerful force than morality. In the late s and most of the 20th
century many in the South subscribed to the Lost Cause myth also known as the Lost Cause of the
Confederacy. This was the idea that the Civil War and Reconstruction saw a virtuous, chivalrous South
crushed by the overhwelming force of a coarse and industrial North. What is wrong with the Lost Cause myth?
Suggested Response; Strong answers will include the following: The Southern position was a retrograde
regionalism and an unworkable political theory holding that a state had the right to secede from the Union. It
protected a barbaric and utterly evil institution, that of slavery. In fact, the Southern slave-holding class were
perpetrating crimes against humanity and the Confederacy was organized primarily to protect slavery. As for
the North, it can be said that the war was the effort of the industrialized North to impose its values on an
agrarian South, however, the North went to war to preserve the Union. In most of Europe was in the hands of a
resurgent aristocracy. That is what Abraham Lincoln was referring to in the Gettysburg Address when he said,
Four score and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this continent, a new nation, conceived in Liberty,
and dedicated to the proposition that all men are created equal. Now we are engaged in a great civil war,
testing whether that nation, or any nation so conceived and so dedicated, can long endure. From the beginning
of the Civil War, the abolitionists also fought to end slavery but they were a minority. It was only as the war
progressed, with an unbelievably heavy toll and Black toops making a significant contribution to the Northern
War effort, that Lincoln and a majority in the North reached out for another reason for the war and saw the
need to make the war a cause to end slavery. What do you think may be the basis in fact for how black
characters are portrayed in the film? What is now seen as stereotypes are portrayals of roles blacks had no
choice but to play as slaves. They were specifically trained to behave as, among others, house servants,
nannies, estate workers or field hands and their personal status was determined by which role they played. The
stereotypes remained long after slavery ended and in many cases the training continued for the various roles
blacks played as paid servants rather than slaves. For additional twelve discussion questions, click here. Any
of the discussion questions can serve as a writing prompt. Research and write an informative essay on one of
the following topics: Create a slavery timeline that begins when the first slave ships came to the colonies and
ends with the Civil Rights Movement in the 20th century. Research your facts carefully and present the
timeline to the class as a whole. Research two significant individuals of opposing position in the build up to
the Civil War or in the actual battles themselves. Be sure that one choice reflects a northern attitude, such as
an abolitionist or unionist, or military leader and the other reflects a southern pro-slavery attitude or that of a
secessionist or military leader. If your chosen participants survived the war, be sure to include how he or she
carried on after the guns were silenced. Write an informative essay about methods of warfare utilized in the
Civil War, including the Napoleonic charge, the siege, and scorched-earth. Be sure that your essay explains
the rationale behind the use of the tactics and the rate of success earned in battle. Prepare a power point
presentation on women who served in the Civil War as spies. Give details about what motivated them to serve
their cause as spies and what finally became of them.
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*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A Study Guide for Margaret Mitchell's Gone with the Wind, excerpted from Gale's
acclaimed Literary Themes for Students: War and Peace.

8: Gone with the Wind Lesson Plans and Activities - www.enganchecubano.com For Teachers
From a general summary to chapter summaries to explanations of famous quotes, the SparkNotes Gone with the Wind
Study Guide has everything you need to ace quizzes, tests, and essays.

9: Gone With the Wind - Reading Guide - Book Club - Discussion Questions
This Study Guide consists of approximately pages of chapter summaries, quotes, character analysis, themes, and more
- everything you need to sharpen your knowledge of Gone with the Wind. Published In , Gone with the Wind became an
immediate best-seller, bringing first-time novelist Margaret.
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